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Vessel monitoring can minimize downtime
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Maintenance engineering expert Richard Merhige spoke at the International WorkBoat Show on vessel monitoring. Kirk
Moore photo.

Maintenance expert Richard

Merhige shows some of the tools of

the trade for vessel monitoring.

Kirk Moore photo.

Breakdowns happen but are not inevitable, and a little vessel monitoring with the right tools can

keep downtime to a minimum and better arm you for yard visits.

“You’ll pick up on problems before they happen,” said Richard Merhige, president, Advanced Mechanical

Enterprises. Merhige, speaking at the International WorkBoat Show in New Orleans Wednesday, pointed

out that only 17% of the world’s merchant �eet does planned maintenance and of that only 13% does

condition monitoring.

“Vibration analysis is the foundation of condition monitoring,” he said,

helping to reduce equipment and labor costs and increase safety and

revenue. Along with infrared thermography and ultrasonic analysis,

operators can detect everything from bad bearings to misalignments

and thus avoid potential problems and go into drydock much better

prepared. “Close to 90% of the problems we �nd are related to

misalignment.”

With ultrasonic equipment, for example, “you can physically hear a bad

bearing,” Merhige said. “They’ve basically taken the screwdriver to the

bearing concept and made it digital.” And it can be used by the crew

without a lot of training. Portable and easy to operate, infrared

thermography cameras can highlight machinery temperatures.

Other valuable technologies include: oil analysis, which can catch

engine bearing failures; shaft torque measurements, which determine

how well a propulsion system is operating; and diesel engine monitors

that measure each cylinder and pick up leaks.
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“The whole goal of this is to optimize your yard period,” Merhige said. “I’ve seen gearbox failures right out of

a drydock.”

These technologies are really a fantastic way to avoid downtime, he said. They can keep an old boat running

well.

Vibration analyzers can cost $12,000 to $15,000 including the software, while ultrasonic analysis equipment

can go for about $10,000, he said. Operators can optimize maintenance at a minimum cost and make back

their investment by not having breakdowns.
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